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The Claremont Student  
Learning Experience

Our aim is to make 
students independent 
learners, confident in 

their skills and abilities 
and not afraid to try new 

things. Make the most  
of your opportunities  

at Claremont!

Our broad and diverse Co-Curricular 
programmes are designed to enrich 
the student experience, and in doing 
so, develop free-thinking and skills-
based learning that inspires leadership, 
creativity, team spirit, community-
mindedness and academic excellence. 
We have six periods of Co-Curricular 
activities each week offering a huge 
range of activities such as The Eco 
Club, Warhammer, Horrible Histories, 
Space Society, Kickboxing, Rockschool 
Music Production, Duke of Edinburgh, 
Sports Leaders, Model United Nations, 
Filmmaking, Maths Challenge, Claremont 
Senior School News, British Sign 
Language and so much more. 

At Claremont we take being yourself very seriously. We place students at the 
heart of their own learning, tailoring study paths to develop knowledge, skills and 
experiences that play to students’ strengths, interests and learning styles. We want 
to explore every potential talent and interest your child has, pushing them to try 
new things and become masters at the things they love. 

“If you don’t have a go,  
you’ll never know”
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Categories for CoCu Activities

The CoCu activities are divided into 
five areas. The aim is to give students 
opportunities to master their interests 
and explore new talents they may have. 

Students participate in at least 
three different areas as part of their 
individualised programmes.

At the start of each year, we have a 
CoCu Fair where students can find out 
all about the clubs on offer and make 
their choices. It’s a fun event seeing  
the teachers advertise and pitch  
their clubs.

Develop and grow 
leadership skills; gain a 
qualification that is great  
for their CV

Activate civic engagement 
skills, promote wider 
understanding and 
compassion

Experience physical activity 
for the benefit of health and 
well-being of mind and body

Transform your 
understanding of, or your 
relationship to, the world 
around you

Strive for academic 
excellence in a subject

Leadership and Qualification

Community

Active

Creative

Academic Plus

Categories
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There are eight main skills that have been highlighted nationally 
as useful for university or apprenticeship courses and ultimately 
future careers. Our Co-Curricular Programme is committed to 
providing opportunities to develop these important skills. 

The CoCu Passport is where students collect 
evidence of their development in each skill 
set. Each CoCu activity will focus on one 
or two skills so students can pick a wide 
variety of activities giving them a breadth of 
experience. 

Each skill is broken up into three levels 
(Intermediate, Advanced, Master), allowing students the 
freedom to try and develop their skills at a level to suit them.

Teachers will collect evidence of students having developed that 
skill as they work through the various skill descriptors.  Once 
a skill has been demonstrated, the teacher will sign off that 
evidence in their CoCu Passport in their students planner. 

For each level to be achieved, students must 
demonstrate five pieces of evidence that will 
result in a certificate of achievement for that 
particular skill level. Students can also log 
their achievements on Unifrog, as this will give 
them an electronic record of evidence. 

Students are able to choose to really focus on becoming a 
master of one particular skill set, gaining evidence across a 
number of different CoCu activities, or they may wish to broaden 
their experience across many. 

Telling stories is one of the most powerful means to influence 
and inspire others. It forges connections between people, ideas 
and their values. When the time comes for your child to start the 
next stage of their learning journey, we want to ensure that they 
not only know what their key skills are, but know how to link their 
experiences in telling their own story to inspire and influence 
the people around them. Ultimately, this will make them more 
successful in whatever they choose to do. 

We are proud to be a part of your child’s story! 

The Co-Curricular Passport

CO

CU PASSPORT

CLAREMONT
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The Co-Curricular Programme
The CoCu Programme is diverse and may change each term to ensure we cover 
a variety of interests and provide students with the opportunity to explore new 
talents. Below is a sample of some of the choices on offer:

Leadership and Qualification

Duke of 
Edinburgh’s 
Award

The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award is recognised by employees 
across the globe. By completing an award at either the 
Bronze, Silver or Gold level you are telling people that you 
are independent, reliable and can commit your time and 
effort to getting something done.

Extended 
Project 
Qualification 
(EPQ)

This is a stand-alone qualification (equivalent to an AS level) 
which attracts universities/employers and earns UCAS points. 
Plan, research, develop and present on a topic entirely 
of your choice in the format of an essay/creative artefact/
performance/event/scientific experiment. 

Higher 
Project 
Qualification 
(HPQ)

This is a stand-alone qualification (Higher Project 
Qualification – equivalent to half a GCSE) which develops 
strong academic skills ready for A levels. Plan, research, 
develop and present on a topic entirely of your choice in 
the format of an essay/creative artefact/performance/event/
scientific experiment.

Model United 
Nations

Learn about real-life world issues and work out possible 
solutions. If you are interested in politics, sociology and 
economics, then this is for you. There is also a competitive 
element in that we will be debating against other schools in 
the ISP group.

Sports 
Leader’s Level 
1/2 or 3

Developing leadership skills through fun games and 
activities, sport, and session planning at various levels, 
enabling you to coach younger pupils. Level 3 is a nationally 
recognised qualification (16 UCAS points). 

The Co-Curricular Passport
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Active

Athletic 
Development

Designed to meet the needs of each sport with a balanced 
development of all components of physical performance: 
strength, power, speed, agility, endurance and flexibility. 

Fitness Use of the cardio machines in the fitness suite to work on 
aerobic fitness.

Netball Learn and improve on physical, tactical and mental skills of 
netball. Involves drills, match practise and tactical coaching.

Badminton Play badminton competitively or just for fun.

Strength and 
Conditioning

Build stronger muscles, power and fitness through HIT training.

Swim Squad Chance to swim for the School or improve swimming technique.

Community

Chess Chess develops working memory and can be relaxing or 
exciting, depending on your approach. Opportunities 
exist to compete against other ISP schools in a super-league.

CSS Newsteam The CSSN team will be pulling together amazing stories 
to share across Claremont social media channels and 
work closely with the Communication staff and prefects.

Drama Outreach 
Programme
(Music, Dance 
and Drama)

Performing Arts at Claremont are going out to the 
community! We will be looking at producing short plays, 
sketches, dances, musical numbers, original compositions and 
connecting with local primary schools, prep schools and more.

Eco Club We aim to focus on all things ‘green’ and beneficial to our 
planet’s preservation, from recycling and reusing to fund-
raising events to enhance resources needed for planting.

First Aid 
Qualification

Students will learn all the basics of first aid, including fainting, 
shock, minor physical injuries etc. Training results in an  
exam-based qualification that is OFQUAL recognised.
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Creative

Into Film Explore our cinematic heritage through films of the past.

Cooking on a 
Budget

When you get to uni or start work and leave home, you 
suddenly realise that cooking can be the best way to save 
money. Learn to cook on a budget.

Creating Radio 
Dramas

Students will explore each element of producing a radio 
play, from writing scripts and voice acting to creating sound 
effects and composing original theme music.

Rockschool 
Music 
Production

Students will gain practical skills in music production, including 
sequencing and creative composition, as well as develop an 
understanding of digital audio workstations (DAWs), music 
production hardware, music theory and popular music genres.

Warhammer Warhammer is a social game involving the painting and 
assembly of models and scenery. Players then use their 
creations to play interactive games.

Academic Plus

Subject Clinics There are a number of GCSE, A level and BTEC subject 
clinics available for students to complete coursework, plan 
assignments, practise for exams and revise.

Academic 
Access (AcAc)

AcAc provides an opportunity to catch up on homework, do 
extra work for class, or revise for tests and exams.

Mystery 
Histories

Begin to extend your knowledge of historical skills looking 
at unsolved mysteries and Horrible History!

Maths 
Challenge

Always thought that there must be more to maths than what 
you learn in the classroom? By attending this session, you will 
learn about new mathematical concepts, as well as handling 
questions that are ‘too difficult’ to be put on the curriculum.

STEM CREST 
Award

CREST is a scheme that inspires students to think and behave 
like scientists and engineers. Bronze awards are available for 
Year 9s, Silver for Year 10 & 11, and Gold for A level scientists.
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Senior School & Sixth Form
Bodiam, East Sussex  
TN32 5UJ 
01580 830396 

Preparatory School
St Leonards, East Sussex  
TN37 7PW 
01424 751555

enquiries@claremontschool.co.uk  .  claremontschool.co.uk


